SSRT Meeting Agenda
Zagreb
9:00 – 12:30 Fri 30 Sept 2011

1. Welcome (5)
2. Approval of minutes of 7 Apr 2011 (Sydney) (chair - 5)
3. Bring Chris Daykin's mortality exercise to closure. (chair - 10)
4. Bring Thomas' motor insurance assumptions to closure. (chair - 10)
5. Discuss the (almost) final IASSC report on objectives (Karp/Beer - 20)
6. Discuss the DPTF report and consider whether to make any comments to Fred Rowley. (Pomery - 20)
7. Status report on the TF on a Permanent Structure for International Actuarial Standards (PSIASTF) (Pelletier - 10)
8. IASSC Update (Pelletier - 10)
9. Should we invite the non IASSC members of the SSRT and the non SSRT members of the IASSC to form two task forces to propose what each organization can/should/would like to do for the other. If so who should we ask to chair each group? (chair - 20)
    I believe the groups are:
    
    Members of SSRT who are not members if IASSC
    Thomas Behar
    Chris Daykin
    Mary Downs
    Paul Kennedy
    David Martin
    Michael Pomery
    Yosuke Nakano

    Members of IASSC who are not members of SSRT
    Esko Kivisaari
    Alf Gohdes
    Francis Ruijgt
    Gabor Hanak
    Ryoichi Nakamura
    Andrew Chamberlain

10. Country specific update (All - 30)
11. 2012 Chair (Pelletier - 10)
12. Any other business

(Link to all attachments)